Information Technology

• MSCHE
  - Develop comprehensive technology ops plan and staffing (COSA/CIO)
  - IT Strategic Plan
  - IT implementation schedule for potential funding (URC/COSA/CIO)
• Actions
  - ITD Transformation
  - Support Contract
  - Training Capability
  - IT Strategic Plan

• Foundation
  - Process Improvement
    - Compliance
    - Governance
  - Modernization

• Tools
  - Student Information Systems
  - Sharepoint
  - Google Apps for Gov’t

• Planning
  - AY 14
  - Strategic Plan Implementation
  - POM
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The Challenge

Google Apps, Sharepoint

Cloud

Connected

Assured

Collaborative

Difficult to Govern
Impossible to Update
Unresponsive/Unusable
Expensive to Monitor

Govern-able
Update-able
Use-able
Monitor-able

Primary Transition Tasks

Mitigate CAT 1 security findings
- Re-engineer network
- Improve HBSS configuration
- Third party software updates
- Network Access Control
- Network Monitoring
- Activity Logging/Auditing
- Configuration Mgmt

SCCM/SCOM
Win7 Migration
Support Contract Transition
ITD Consolidation
Active Directory Reconfiguration

Budget Profile
Project Mgmt
Personnel
NIPR v. Comm

Progress
Strategic Outline

2013
- Client Mod
- ITD Consolidation
- Google Apps
- Sharepoint
- Vulnerability Mgt
- Systems Analysis
- Project Mgt
- Config Mgt
- Student Info Sys
- Enterprise Email*
- Single Enclave*
- Lifecycle Replacement

2014
- Collaboration
- Business Process Improvement
- Web Content Management
- System Migration & Consolidation
- NIPR Migration
- Lifecycle Replacement

2015
- Cloud Transitions
- Improved Connectivity
- DES
- Decommission
- Wargame Migration
- Lifecycle Replacement

2016
- Integrated Information Environment
- Cloud Connected Collaborative Assured
- Lifecycle Replacement

Functionality and Usability

Good